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Abstract: The work studies and describes the traditional cultural heritage (the objects of Orthodox culture),
reveals its role in the development of the tourism industry. Historical facts of the past and the present of
Tolyatti are systematized and analyzed and also a positive experience for the keeping, development of the most
successful phenomena of traditional culture and its popularization through religious tourism is revealed on the
basis of historicism principle, systematic approach and different postneoclassic methods. The following thesis
is introduced and proved: the unity of the past and present in regional culture manifests itself through cultural
codes and the creation of elements of traditional media in young industrialized cities will contribute to the
revival of the conventional spirituality. In tourism industry it is recommended to use actively the practices
demonstrating the beauty and grandeur of the architectural forms of Orthodox culture and its potential for
spiritual perfection based on this idea. 
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INTRODUCTION correspond to a particular environment. And such an

Culture is not able to exist adequately without the use but rather complements it successfully. As for our
of material and spiritual achievements of previous problem Roland Barthes (Barthes R. [4]) and Umberto Eco
generations. Nowadays cultural dynamics is negative: (Eco U. [5]) methods were used to describe the culture
morality is being destroyed and degraded, etc. In this code techniques. 
situation qualitative changes are needed, including
cultural foundations (cultural code). Changes should be RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
developed by the active involvement of regional
traditional heritage through the construction and The creation of a modern urban culture is possible
rehabilitation of its material objects. Traditional heritage only on the basis of spiritual succession. The cultural
is virtually absent in Tolyatti, so the introduction of its dialogue of past and present provides additional
elements will certainly influence the socio-cultural opportunities to avoid the onset of spiritual and moral
environment and create  additional  opportunities  for crisis by organic borrowing of traditions and personal
tourist activities. reconsideration of contemporary culture. In order to

MATERIALS AND METHODS Russian society it is necessary to develop an appropriate

Along with classic (comparative-historical, logical, of the basic system qualities (values) of specific
retrospective, problem-chronological, simultaneous, etc.), communities.
postnoeclassic scientific methods (synergistic) are used. When the practical component of the cultural values
The authors have allowed themselves, interpreting the M. for the urban community of Tolyatti is considered it is
Weber's idea of "ideal type" [3] to connect it with the idea necessary to have a support from local group and family
of I. Prigogine [6], which states that specific structures values:

approach in the work does not contradict historical trend,

restore traditional spiritual components necessary by

environment for them. This is possible only on the basis
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First, it is necessary to rely on locally-group and settlement. The Tolyatti piazza was naturally
family values in urban programs related to the tourism supplemented  by  Hristorozdestvenskaya   chapel  built
industry; in 2000. In 2004 the monument devoted to N.

Secondly, the spiritual values authenticity criteria, the Chudotvorets was built on the opposite part of this
benefits of people living in the urban district of Tolyatti chapel. In 2006, this complex was supplemented by belfry.
are their significance for the urban community. Urban The Spaso-Preobrazhensky Cathedral is a symbol of a
community is a kind of "data bank", the keeper of Tolyatti special pride and devotion among the citizens of Tolyatti
cultural code. The main attractor, the vector of attraction, city. It is second only by size to the Cathedral of Christ
a kind of filter for future projects selection shall be the Savior in Moscow and St. Isaac's Cathedral in St.
patriotism, firmly rooted in cultural heritage. Petersburg. Besides, the city has temples frequented by

Thirdly, in Stavropol - Tolyatti culture the thesis of pilgrims to worship shrines. For example, the handmade
greater durability of spiritual values in comparison with icon of St. Seraphim of Sarov with the particle of his relics
material ones acquired a special interpretation as [1], etc is referred to such shrines. This requires the
Stavropol on the Volga due to objective reasons, lost the creation of special conditions and special tourist
material embodiment of almost 200 year history with the pilgrimage routes.
spiritual values of the provincial town. Now there are the Blagoveschensky temple in Fedorovka is in the area
values developed in the industrial period (since 1950) of tourism activity in Tolyatti. It's history makes almost
when hydroelectric power station construction started 170 years [2, p. 4]. Holy Resurrection Monastery, located
and the city was moved to a new location. However, the in the Port settlement of Tolyatti attracts tourists and
regional elements of traditional culture which are more pilgrims.
than the city (Stavropol on the Volga) were not subjected Several  objects  associated  with  the  Orthodox
by water and remained the same. Today, its spiritual Church   and   the   Orthodox   culture   in   Tolyatti  are
values find its material embodiment again, for example, in still being built or just planned, but the things already
church architecture. available allow  reveal  before  tourists  the   greatness

Historical and cultural analysis shows that Tolyatti and  the  fundamental  architectural  beauty  of  temples
city culture is in the final stages of its evolution. The and the stories of Orthodox shrines and holy souls
Tolyatti citizens are also the creators of the city cultural demonstrate the examples of education and moral
code. This circumstance allows the inclusion of traditional improvement.
forms taken from the regional heritage fund into a cultural
code along with the elements of industrial culture. CONCLUSION

More tourist firms of Tolyatti engaged in domestic
tourism are ready to use the monuments of history and The long existing problem of "tradition and
culture, including religious component to develop innovation" has been solved in a new way. According to
educational tours. However, there are very few the authors, the creation of traditional media elements in
attractions, historical and cultural monuments in the city. the newly industrialized towns will make urban cultural
Orthodox churches, due to its unique architecture and code fully operational, which should be the basis for the
spiritual component may fill this gap. formation of the tourism industry spiritual component,

It should be noted that currently the leadership of the based on the traditional cultural heritage.
Russian Orthodox Church pays attention to Tolyatti.
Thus, many temples have their shrines, which are of REFERENCES
interest to tourists and pilgrims. Icons, particles of holy
relics are among them. 1. Author archive (Yakunin V.N.). 

"Perestroika", which began in the USSR in 1985, had 2. Archive of Samara diocesan administration. Annual
a positive impact on content, reconstruction and report for the Moscow Patriarchate on the Kuibyshev
construction of religious cult buildings. So, a brick temple diocese in 1989. 
was built instead of the old Bogorodichno Kazansky 3. Weber, M., 1990. Selected works: translation from
meeting house. Since 1998, theconstruction of Uspensky German/Weber M., compilation and afterword by
complex is being performed. This complex is located on Davydova U.N.; foreword by Gaidenko Moscow:
the Volga River in a picturesque part of Tolyatti - Port Progress.
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